Captain Dan Maloney
From a young age Dan Maloney realized he was destined to fly airplanes. He grew up building model
airplanes and was absolutely in love with aviation. He often found himself hanging out by the airport fence at the
Amherst airport, and on more than one occasion he was able to bum
a free flight off some great local pilots while he was in his early
teens. At the age of 19 he received his private pilot license using
money that he received from his student loans.
After graduating from the University at Buffalo he got his
commission from Pensacola FL in the Navy’s Aviation Reserve
Officer Candidate School. Assigned a fighter pilot position, he
received primary flight training in the T-34B, basic jet training in
the T-2C, and advanced jet training in the TA-4J Skyhawk earning
his Navy “Wings of Gold”. Assigned the F-4 Phantom for his fleet assignment, he performed a fleet tour on the
USS Saratoga, a Forrestal class aircraft carrier. During his Navy career he performed over 400 carrier arrested
landings. After his fleet tour he instructed Advanced Jet in the TA-4J.
When his time in the Navy was complete he went on to fly corporate jets. Later he started his commercial
airline pilot career with Northwest airlines, later absorbed into Delta airlines. His commercial airline pilot career
extended for almost 35 years. More than half of his career, 18 years in total, he held the position of 747 Captain
before this he also had 5 years as a 757 Captain.
While being a commercial airline pilot was a satisfying career, this simply still wasn’t enough flying for
Dan. While being an airline pilot Dan joined the Navy Reserves flying F-4S models. Then switched to the Air
National Guard where he flew F-4D models followed by his personal favorite fighter the F-16. Being a man of
infinite talents, he also enjoys spending his free time painting. The picture above is a painting he made of an aerial
refueling of an F-16 from the pilot’s perspective. Dan also admitted that when the F-16 was “wrenched from our
grasp and we were relegated to that much more pedestrian role” he piloted the KC-135R. Since this still wasn’t
enough flying to satisfy Dan’s thirst for aviation he built his own RV-4, seen in the lower left-hand corner picture
next to a Phantom F-4S. Which is a joy to fly with its fighter like handling.
Captain Maloney will be talking to us about his aviation experience, and how he fulfilled that dream of
the kid at the airport fence hoping for a ride. In particular he will be showing us videos that will illustrate the
difficulties of aircraft carrier landings, along with an inside view of him piloting the magnificent 747.
Please come join UBPA for this free presentation, time and location are as follows:
University at Buffalo North Campus Furnas Hall room 206 from 6:30 to 7:30 on October 30th
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